
What is this Policy?

CIEL has grown its brand presence and will continue to grow further. So, it is imperative for a growing
brand like CIEL to create a unique position and build a brand of trust for its stakeholders.

The objective of this policy is to protect the brand of CIEL group and prevent misuse and false
information over social media handles like LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram & YouTube etc.

Why is this Policy?

CIEL and its group companies Ma Foi Management Consultants and Integrum Technologies have their
own official social media handles and pages for external brand promotions and updates.

Members are not allowed to create pages on social media using the name of CIEL HR or any of its group /
associated entities (CIEL Technologies, CIEL Skills and Careers, CIEL Career Centre, Ma Foi and Integrum).
Failure to abide by this will be treated as a breach of professional contract and will be liable for strict
action.

CIEL maintains consistency in its content and messaging across various platforms. If anyone  wants to
post or promote a message on any of our official pages, one can request it with the marketing team of
CIEL for facilitating the same.

Guidelines

● Members are not allowed to create new profiles or pages in social media using the name CIEL HR
or its associated brands.

● Members should immediately remove or deactivate their profiles or pages if any which uses the
name CIEL HR or its associated brands in it.

● Members are not allowed to post social media ads on behalf of CIEL HR or its associated brands
without the approval of the marketing team.

● Members are not allowed to create or promote location based profiles or pages in social media
bearing the name CIEL HR or its associated brands.

● Members should always share the official social media handles of CIEL HR and its associated
brands with clients / others only.

How does this help?

This policy is intended to maintain consistency in the brand identity of CIEL HR, CIEL Technologies, CIEL
Skills and Careers, Ma Foi Startegy and Integrum. This will prevent any confusion among our target
audience about our identity and persona on social media. This  helps us to position CIEL as a professional
brand, maximize the reach of our services. Our target audience can recognize, relate and engage better
with us.



Our Social Handles

● LinkedIn - https://www.linkedin.com/company/cielhr
● Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/CielHRIndia
● Twitter - https://twitter.com/cielhrindia
● YouTube - https://www.youtube.com/CIELHRThoughtLeadership
● Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/cielhrindia

Help each other by creating better value & branding of CIEL, together.

#GetTheBestOutofUs
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